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Summary

Expression efficiency is one of the major characteristics describing genes in various
modern investigations. Expression efficiency of genes is regulated at various stages:
transcription, translation, posttranslational protein modification and others. In this study,
a special EloE (Elongation Efficiency) web application is described. The EloE sorts the
organism’s genes in a descend order on their theoretical rate of the elongation stage of
translation based on the analysis of their nucleotide sequences. Obtained theoretical data
have a significant correlation with available experimental data of gene expression in
various organisms. In addition, the program identifies preferential codons in organism’s
genes and defines distribution of potential secondary structures energy in 5´ and 3´
regions of mRNA. The EloE can be useful in preliminary estimation of translation
elongation efficiency for genes for which experimental data are not available yet. Some
results can be used, for instance, in other programs modeling artificial genetic structures
in genetically engineered experiments. The EloE web application is available at

http://www-bionet.sscc.ru:7780/EloE.

1.

Introduction

Gene expression efficiency is regulated at many stages. Transcription, translation, and
posttranslational protein modifications are the most important ones. Studying the translation
regulation factors is an important purpose in modern biology. Results can be used, for
example, when it comes to the modeling of genetically engineered structures for medicine
and/or agriculture purposes.
In published papers, it has been shown that the level of gene expression depends on their
codon composition along with the number of mRNA secondary structures and their free
energy. It has been shown for the majority of prokaryotes and many eukaryotes [1-5]. These
factors affect the ribosomal complex movement rate along mRNA during the translation.
Thus, they influence the protein synthesis rate. There are various bioinformatics indices
identifying preferential codons which have been developed in the past decades [6-8]. Codon
adaptation index (CAI) is belongs to the earliest ones [9]. Also, there are many software tools
evaluating the amount of secondary structures in mRNA [10-12].
There are five types corresponding the evolutionary optimization of gene’s primary structure
[13]. This classification is based on the factors affecting gene expression efficiency at the
translational level. These factors are: codon frequency in the gene, presence and distribution
of mRNA secondary structures, and stability of these structures. Various combinations of
these parameters form five types of evolutionary optimization:
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1) taking into account codon composition and disregarding local complementarity,
2) disregarding codon composition and taking into account local complementarity
ignoring energies of potential secondary structures,
3) disregarding codon composition and taking into account local complementarity with
energies of potential secondary structures,
4) taking into account both codon composition and local complementarity ignoring the
energies of potential secondary structures, and
5) taking into account codon composition and local complementarity with energies of
potential secondary structures.
Elongation efficiency index (EEI) suggested in Ref. 14 can classify the vast majority of
prokaryotic and several eukaryotic (mostly unicellular, e.g. yeast) organisms to these five
types of the gene primary structure optimization. EEI estimates hypothetical efficiency of the
translation elongation stage for each gene in a genome. Since elongation is one of the most
energy and time consuming stages of the translation, the EEI allows the efficiency prediction
of gene translation as a whole [14].
In this study, relations between context characteristics of organism genes and its translation
efficiency have been studied. EEI [14-15] has been taken to investigate the elongation
efficiency via the here presented program. The index has been chosen because it allows to
take into account both the codon composition and the amount of local inverted repeats
(potential hairpins in the mRNA secondary structure) in mRNA. EEI allows the ranking of
genes by their translation elongation efficiency for organisms whose genes cannot be ranked
by others indices exclusively based on codon frequencies [14]. Previously it has been shown
that EEI is correlated with other parameters describing gene expression efficiency, in
particular, nucleosome density in promoter regions in yeast [16].
To analyze large volumes of genomic data, it was necessary to develop a simplified webbased program interface providing the option to change parameters of calculations and to
process more than one genome (up to several thousands) in one run. This task has been
accomplished in the EloE web application.

2.

Results

To classify species into five types of evolutionary optimization of the genes primary structure
and to estimate the translation elongation efficiency, the special EloE (Elongation Efficiency)
software has been developed. The program is a web-based application available at
http://www-bionet.sscc.ru:7780/EloE. The graphical user interface is presented in Fig. 1.
Peculiarities of the EloE program are:
1) possibility to handle more than one genome in one run (up to several thousands);
2) calculation of additional parameters and its visualization, for example, LCI of
individual nucleotides (Fig. 2).
Files with the annotated whole-genome nucleotide sequences in the GenBank (gbk) format
are used as source data (they can be downloaded from the GenBank database
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/genomes). At first, to start calculations, it is necessary to create
a zip-archive with annotated genomes (gbk) of organisms to be analyzed. The genome of each
organism should be placed into the archive, each in an individual folder. After that, the ziparchive should be uploaded via the web-site by clicking on the Upload button and the user is
informed when the process has finished. All the results, including the list with organism genes
sorted by EEI, are saved as files and can be downloaded after the calculation is completed
(using the “download results” button).
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Figure 1: The interface of the EloE web application. The Choose file, Upload, Start and
Download results buttons in the upper left corner allow running the EloE application and
getting all files with results. Calculated indices are displayed in the Results area. The
Parameters area allows to change some calculation parameters (see text).

Files with results are located in a separate folder entitled Organism_name for each organism:
1) organism_name_all.txt – the file contains all five EEI types for all genes considered in
calculation;
2) organism_name_eeiN.txt (N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}) – the file contains only one EEI type (N)
working in organism_name;
3) organism_name_genes_and_flanks.txt – the file contains detailed information about all
genes and their nucleotide sequences with flanks;
4) organism_name_number_eei.txt – the file contains the gene number, its position in the
operon (exclusively for prokaryotes) and EEI;
5) organism_name_ribpos.txt – the file contains positions of ribosomal protein genes in
lists of genes sorted by each EEI type in ascending order.
Common results for all analyzed genomes are stored in the organism_index.txt file. Data are
separated by a tab character in all files containing results.
The program’s graphical interface allows changing calculation parameters such as sizes of
gene flanks, length of inverted repeats in mRNA, and the distance between their monomers.
Usually, there are specific codons characterized sites of start/end of translation in the start/end
of the first/last coding exon. Thus, the EloE allows discarding these codons from calculation.
It is also possible to generate the additional files with results.
The program also generates a file entitled organism_name_lciij_profile_out.xlsx (Calculate
Local Complementarity Index for individual nucleotides parameter). The file contains the
values for the profiles of the local complementarity index of individual nucleotides (LCIi)
which are also plotted in the web-application (Fig. 2). LCIi has the meaning of the average
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stability of hairpin, which can be formed by local perfect inverted repeats with a certain
length mRNA. These hairpins can decrease the ribosomal complex movement rate during the
elongation [3-4]. For LCI calculation, the flank regions (600 nucleotides length) are
additionally extracted from a source file (gbk).

A

B

Figure. 2. Visualization of the average value of the LCI of individual nucleotides for all E. coli
K-12 MG1655 genes. (A) 0 on the X-axis is the start codon of translation. (B) 0 on the X-axis is
the stop codon of translation.
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LCIi is calculated based on the following equation:
�
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where con(i, j) is the nucleotide sequence between ith and jth nucleotides; con(i, j ) is the
sequence complementary to the sequence between jth and ith nucleotides; the length of
accountable inverted repeats falls between smin and smax; the distance between accountable
inverted repeats falls between lmin and lmax; ψ is the energy of a hairpin calculated
conventionally [17].
For each organism, the EloE draws the plot with positions of ribosomal protein genes for each
EEI type (Fig. 3). Genes on the plots are sorted in ascending order by EEI. Thus, the best type
of EEI for an organism is the type in which ribosomal protein genes are placed more on the
right side and in which they are denser (Fig. 3, EEI1). As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the first type
of EEI is the best for E. coli. It means that the translation elongation efficiency depends
mostly on codon frequencies.

Figure 3: Distribution of ribosomal protein genes (dots) in the list of E. coli K-12 MG1655 genes
sorted in ascending order by EEI1-5. EEI1 is the best (marked by oval), ribosomal protein genes
are placed more on the right side and denser to each other.

Profile of average values of the LCI for individual nucleotides (Fig. 2) shows the average
stability of hairpin for all genes in the area of start/stop codon. The profile decrease in the
start-codon region (Fig. 2, A) indicates a decreased stability of hairpin formed in this area. On
the other hand, the presence of the peak in the stop-codon region (Fig. 2, B) indicates an
increased stability of hairpin formed in this area.
The result files contain the following information about organism genes: EEI index, LCI
index, GC-composition, length, positions of cistrons in operons (for prokaryotes), etc. These
data are useful for further analysis of biological features.
Additional function of the program is plotting average profiles of potential secondary
structures stability in 5´ and 3´ region of mRNA for all organism genes. For prokaryotes, it is
possible to choose for which genes the average profiles will be plotted: only the first, last,
single or middle cistrons in operons.
Genomes of 2,747 prokaryotes (2,582 bacteria, 165 archaea) were analyzed by the EloE
program. Consequently, the difference between distributions of Bacteria and Archaea to five
types of the EEI has been shown (Fig. 4-5). The majority of Bacteria (45%) belong to the first
type of the EEI (Fig. 4). It means that the organisms in this group optimized the codon
composition of their genes during evolution to increase the efficiency of translation
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Fig. 4. Distribution of 2,582 Bacteria genomes to five types of the EEI.

Fig. 5. Distribution of 165 Archaea genomes to five types of the EEI.

3.

Conclusions

Expression efficiency is one of the major gene describing characteristics. The EloE program
allows ranking organism genes by its translation elongation efficiency.
Old indices, such as CAI, “effective number of codons” and others, only take codon
composition into account [9, 18]. Modern approaches use stochastic models of translation
with respect to codon composition and secondary structures in mRNA [19]. The EloE
program considers both codon composition and secondary structures in mRNA. It allows the
EloE to analyze organisms for which correlation between codon usage bias and expression
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elongation stage. On the other hand, the majority of Archaea (59%) belong to the fourth type
of the EEI (Fig. 5). It means that these organisms optimized not only the codon composition
of genes but also the number of secondary structures in mRNA. The reason of this deference
is not clear now and requires additional investigations.
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efficiency are not well established. For instance, in Helicobacter pylori significant correlation
between gene expression efficiency and EEI4 (taking into account the codon composition as
well as the local complementarity ignoring the energies of potential secondary structures) has
been revealed [13]. In addition, the EloE allows us to find out the main factor (codon
composition of secondary structures) of the determined translation efficiency. Additional
results, such as plots of hairpin stability near gene flanks, allow researching features of
nucleotide sequences in details. Thus, EloE has advantages of codon indices as well as
modern translation models [19].
The EloE results can be useful in many fields. Especially it is important during the study of
organisms for which experimental data with genes expression efficiency are not available yet.
EloE can be useful in both theoretical and practical (biotechnological) tasks. For instance, it
could be useful during modelling genes to increase its expression efficiency in heterologous
hosts. The EloE program is available at http://www-bionet.sscc.ru:7780/EloE.
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